CODY & PFURSICH
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
To Our Valued Clients,
In response to the COVID-19 crisis, as well as the direction from Governor Wolf and
the CDC. Cody & Pfursich has made the decision to move our office fully remote and
closed to the public in an effort to aid in the prevention of spreading COVID-19.
We prioritize the health of our clients, associates, employees and community over
anything.
WORKING REMOTELY
Our team remains dedicated to achieving justice for our clients during this time.
Although our physical office will be closed to the public, our attorneys and staff will be
working remotely to ensure all of our cases are moving forward.
CONTACT US
Cody & Pfursich can still be contacted via telephone and email, Monday-Friday 8:00
am-5:00 pm., and through our Answering Service 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Please feel free to contact us to clarify any of our COVID-19 procedures.
Telephone: 717-299-7374
Email: Stephen W. Cody – scody@codylegal.com &
Amber Mullin – Amullin@codylegal.com
Douglas H. Cody – dcody@codylegal.com &
Carmen Dettrey – cdettrey@codylegal.com
Edwin G. Pfursich – epfursich@codylegal.com &
Lisa Albarran – lalbarran@codylegal.com
Lorraine Russell Hagy – lhagy@codylegal.com &
Lisa Albarran – lalbarran@codylegal.com
APPOINTMENTS
A staff member from Cody & Pfursich will be in contact with any clients that have
upcoming appointments scheduled over the next few weeks to reschedule or move to a
virtual meeting. We believe by not having face-to-face appointments, Cody & Pfursich
will help the prevention of spreading COVID-19 per social distancing guidelines.
DELIVERIES & MAIL
We have arranged to be able to accept mail and deliveries at our office during this
time.
We look forward to seeing Lancaster, south Central PA, and the world rebound from
this unprecedented outbreak. At this point, we do not have an expected date to return
to our office; however, we will follow the guidelines provided by Governor Wolf and the
CDC closely.
Thank you,
Cody & Pfursich

